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Thomas Heinrich and Wolfgang Kerndler from Austrian Airlines, who delivered the flame
to the Americas. From Our Lady of the Skies, the Peace Light was delivered by Boy and
Girl Scouts to many organizations across United States and Canada.

PEACE LIGHT ARRIVES AT OUR
LADY OF THE SKIES CHAPEL
This initiative started 27 years ago by
Boy and Girl Scouts and Austrian TV Channel ORF and has since become a world-wide
event. Traditionally, Our Lady of the Skies
chapel is the welcoming site of the Peace
Light to the Americas. From Terminal 4 the
flame will go to embassies, churches, many
groups, organizations and individuals across
the US and beyond.
The flame arrived from Vienna Austria
on Austrian flight 87 on December 10th
and was carried by two Austrian Airlines
crew members: Thomas Heinrich, Austrian
Airlines Director of Security and Wolfgang
Kerndler along with Paul D. Stanton, Boy
Scouts of America, Peace Light Coordinator
for Greater New York City.

History of the Peace Light
The Peace Light, symbolic of the Light
of Christ especially evident at Christmas, is
meant to promote peace, harmony and unity
among the people of the world regardless of
race, ethnicity or creed. For several decades,
the International Scouting movement, Boy
and Girl Scouts, have actively promoted
global peace and harmony through the distribution of the Peace Light.
Now in its 27th year, the Peace Light
from Bethlehem campaign was originally
organized by the Austrian Broadcasting
Company - ORF (Linz) - and was part of a
large charitable relief mission - Light into
Darkness, for children in need in Austria
and abroad.

JETBLUE NAMES ALEX BATTAGLIA
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, SYSTEM
OPERATIONS
JetBlue has announced the
promotion of Alex Battaglia
to the position of Senior Vice
President, System Operations.
Mr. Battaglia will oversee the
execution of JetBlue’s dayto-day operations including
System Operations, Dispatch,
Air Traffic Management,

Crew Services and Emergency Response and Care. He
will continue to report to our
Chief Operating Officer, Rob
Maruster.
Mr. Battaglia previously
served as JetBlue’s Vice President of Airports and Opera-
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SANTA ARRIVES FOR MILL NECK MANOR KIDS
JFK Rotary Club Annual Children’s Christmas Party Hosted by Jetblue at Hangar 81 - on
Dec 12, 2012. Shown: Santa’s Helper (Tammy Card) and Santa (John Grasser) along
with a group of children from Mill Neck Manor School for Deaf Children.

FRANK OTTO HONORED BY
KAAMCO
CARGO
The KAAMCO Cargo
Dinner Dance is always a
festive success. The highlight of this year’s dinner
was the posthumous honoring of its man of the year
given to Frank Otto represented by his son, Francis
Otto.
Frank was remembered
as a giant of our industry L-R: Joe Pesce, President of KAAMCO Cargo operations;
who enjoyed the work we
Francis Otto (Frank’s son); beautiful pastel image of Frank
See KAAMCO page 2 Otto, Sr.
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tions, and will continue to lead the Airports
group until a new leader is assimilated. In
his new capacity, he will also assume responsibility for our JetForward Program, the
largest single multi-year strategic initiative
in Operations to improve core technology
used in planning, running and recovering
JetBlue’s operation within System Operations. He will also lead Business Continuity
efforts, and will be defining those and other
organizational requirements as he leads the
team.
Mr. Battaglia began his aviation career
nearly 30 years ago and has held a variety of
leadership roles primarily in the airport and
operations areas. His extensive background
in customer service led to a natural progression in roles of increased responsibility and
importance. Alex is a lifelong New York
Mets fan and recently attended his 34th Mets
home opener. He was born in Brooklyn,
New York and was raised in North Jersey.
His educational background includes studies
at the University of Hawaii and William Patterson University where he majored in Business Management. He and his wife Melissa
currently reside in Long Island, New York.

KAAMCO

From Page 1

do and was noted for his generous spirit in
which he would always help a new or seasoned colleague when times were tough for
that individual.
KAAMCO Cargo matched Frank’s
class by honoring him. Congratulations to
KAAMCO Cargo and the Otto family.

VIRGIN AMERICA TO
LAUNCH SERVICE AT
OF NEWARK LIBERTY’S
TERMINAL A
Air travelers at Newark Liberty International Airport will gain additional flight
choices when Virgin America begins service
in 2013 as the result of a lease restructuring
with American Airlines authorized by the
Port Authority Board of Commissioners.
Virgin America, a low-cost carrier with
limited service in the New York metropolitan area, will take over aircraft slot rights at
Newark Liberty from American, whose parent company is currently reorganizing under
bankruptcy protection. Virgin America will
have sufficient slots to offer six daily flights
to Los Angeles and San Francisco starting
next year. The arrangement is in accordance
with a Federal Aviation Administration mandate to increase competition at Newark Liberty.
Five years after Virgin America began
service as an upscale, low-cost carrier with
a flight from New York to San Francisco, the
airline is coming to New Jersey to expand its
operations in the metropolitan area. Headquartered in California, Virgin America has
increased its operations to 19 destinations
and created 2,600 jobs since 2007. Virgin
America will help offer Newark Liberty’s
passengers more travel choices to California, while providing the potential to boost
overall passenger growth at the airport.
Under the agreement, American is relinquishing three of the six gates it holds
at Newark Liberty’s Terminal A. American
will reduce its costs at the airport by allow-

ing Virgin America to take over one gate and
the Port Authority to control the other two
for use by various carriers as needed.
“In beginning service at Newark Liberty
International Airport, Virgin America joins
a family of airlines committed to bringing more destinations to the people of New
Jersey and New York,” said Port Authority
Deputy Executive Director Bill Baroni.

JFK AIRPORT
SECURITY GUARDS NIX
CHRISTMASTIME STRIKE
Joe Alba
In a gesture that hopefully may signal
signs of a possible settlement, Security
guards at John F. Kennedy International
Airport who had been threatening a strike
around the holidays have decided to hold off
pending meetings with their employers.
The workers responded to a statement by
Port Authority Executive Director Pat Foye
asking the sides to meet and resolve their
differences. Southeast Queens community
members and leaders, including clergy, were
planning a rally to support the security officers, who were preparing to begin a strike
in two days. Instead, it turned into a celebration.
The employees of Air Serv Corp. and
Global Elite Group Inc. had voted last week
to authorize a strike five days before Christmas, over issues including training and
equipment. The workers are not unionized
but are being supported in their efforts by
32BJ of the Service Employees International
Union.

Get a New or Used vehicle, or Reﬁnance your vehicle and SAVE.
• 100% ﬁnancing available

SAVE with
Rates as low as
with qualifying discounts.

SAVE up to .50% APR off with
our Owner Rewards discounts.**

SAVE .50% APR off your interest rate
with your car purchase from Enterprise
Car Sales and ﬁnance with us.***

Long Island MacArthur Airport has won
a half-million-dollar grant for road infrastructure, state funding that town officials
hope will entice federal officials to build a
new aircraft control tower at the Ronkonkoma hub.
The $500,000 grant from Empire State
Development, part of $59.7 million in state
aid to support building projects and business
expansions on Long Island, would help construct a four-lane access road of about 9,000
linear feet to accommodate a modernized air
traffic control system and tower on 60 acres
at the airport.
Town officials had asked the state to cover the estimated $4.7 million cost of the project, but said they were pleased with what
they received.
“We are grateful for the funding granted
See Airport News page 3
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The Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey, which runs the airport, asked
the workers and their employers to work together to resolve their differences “in time to
ensure a smooth holiday travel season.”
“The employees at Air Serv and Global
Elite provide a valuable service at our airports and to the traveling public, and a strike
at this time would be disruptive to millions
of travelers and exact a toll on our economy,” Port Authority Executive Director Pat
Foye said in a statement.
Security worker Prince Jackson said the
workers decided to hold off pending the outcome of meetings.
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to Islip for this significant project,” said Islip
Town Supervisor Tom Croci.
MacArthur is one of several sites in the
state vying for the Federal Aviation Administration’s new $95 million Integrated Control Facility, which will house hundreds of
air traffic controllers as part of NextGen, the
agency’s nationwide program to update to
satellite navigation for commercial flights instead of the ground-based radar system used
since the 1950s.
The grant is the airport’s first pledge of
outside funding for the not-yet-approved
project, and town officials say they plan to apply for additional state and federal aid. “The
FAA is being offered free land within feet of
their existing facility, and we are grateful that
the State of New York has recognized this
very project as a critical component to Long
Island’s economic development,” Croci said.
The new center will displace about 600
employees at two facilities in Westbury and
at MacArthur in Ronkonkoma, and Long Island could lose about 950 aviation jobs if the
facility moves off the Island. Long Island’s
congressional delegation has lobbied to locate the center at MacArthur.

up the dilemma Milwaukee leaders have
when it comes to trying to improve air service since Frontier Airlines practically disappeared from the market, cutting its daily
flights to seven this year from a peak of 87.
Because of the cuts, Milwaukee has lost more
than a dozen nonstop destinations. I wrote
about how these cuts are affecting the business community, and the possibility that other
carriers could add nonstop flights, in the Dec.
21 edition of The Business Journal.
Large corporations in southeastern Wisconsin such as Northwestern Mutual, MillerCoors LLC and Johnson Controls Inc. have
felt the pain. Along with deep cuts in employees which in itself reduces the flying population in these companies; management is
opting to fly out of Chicago’s O’Hare where
fares are cheaper and flights more frequent.
But that might not be enough for carriers
to consider adding service at Mitchell. Fuel
prices remain high even as airlines feel pressure to keep fares low. So when a plane flies
out of Milwaukee, it has to be full.

SAN DIEGO WINS ENERGY
AWARD
San Diego has won an energy award
following its introduction of LED airfield lights and signs.
The American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) has recognized the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority in California,
USA, for its efforts in sustainable technology.
The Airport Authority won the state-wide Region 9 Outstanding Energy Project Award for
its successful installation of energy-efficient
airfield signage, taxiway lights and runway
guard lights.

Along with many other airports, Mitchell International Airport has discovered that
there is no simple answer when it comes to
trying to get more direct flights said Tim
Sheehy, President of the Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce.
“There’s nothing magically that Mitchell
is going to do to open up a new market,” he
said. “If the
demand isn’t
there, nobody
is going to fly
a half-empty
plane.”
That sums

Introducing

Garden Inn & Suites
J.F.K. International Airport
We are conveniently located on the entry way to
John F. Kennedy International Airport.
Our rooms and suites oﬀer the services equivalent to suit a
versatile background of travelers. We accommodate distressed
passengers from JFK and LGA, Airline Crew, Business
Travelers, and Tourists.

Additionally, your guests will enjoy:
• Plasma Screens
• 24 Hour Gift Shop
• ADA Accessible Rooms
• Free wireless access throughout the hotel
• 24 Hour Fitness Room
• Pet Friendly (*restrictions may apply)
• 24 Hour Business services
• Ice & Beverage Vending Machines (located on every floor)
• Complimentary wake-up call service
• 100% Non-Smoking Free Facility
• Complimentary shuttle to and from JFK Airport
• Outdoor Garden with Gazebo
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In appreciation of you referring our hotel we oﬀer the
Special Rate of $79.00 per room
for AIRPORT STAFF ONLY (must present airport ID)

MILWAULEE’S MITCHELL
AIRPORT STRUGGLES TO
GET FLIGHTS
No magic formula to attracting more
flights

151-20 Baisley Boulevard
Jamaica, NY 11434

Over the course of the project, the airport
authority replaced 119 less energy-efficient
airfield signs and 410 taxiway edge lights
with a new generation of energy-efficient
light-emitting diodes (LEDs). San Diego International Airport says it was the first commercial airport in the US to install and utilize
these energy efficient LEDs throughout the
airfield. The new lights help to prevent runway incursions, reduce the airport’s carbon
footprint, lower operating and maintenance
costs and improve operational safety.
The award was presented during an
awards dinner on February 28 in Sacramento.
See Airport News page 4

Including complimentary
Deluxe Continental Breakfast Buﬀet for TWO
We accept Airline vouchers for hotel rooms,
breakfast, lunch and dinner.

Call us today for your reservation needs.

(718) 581-5380
http://gardeninnjfk.com
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VISITORS SOARING AT
AIRPORT MUSEUM
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‘Miracle on the Hudson’ plane boosts
Charlotte aviation museum
Joe Alba

IATA CHIEF CALLS FOR
THIRD HEATHROW RUNWAY
The head of the global airline body IATA
has called for a third runway at London’s
Heathrow airport - a hot political issue that
is dividing Britain’s coalition government.
Tony Tyler, himself a Briton, told a briefing at IATA’s headquarters that the extra
runway is vital even if a proposed long-term
project to build a sixth London airport goes
ahead.
Heathrow is running at nearly full capacity and Tyler, who headed Hong Kong’s
Cathay Pacific before joining IATA in 2011,
said: “Even if you decide (a new airport) is
necessary, it will take such a long time to
build that you have to do something - and
it seems to me that adding a new runway at
Heathrow would be a sensible thing to do.”
The statement placed IATA and its 240 airline members in the middle of a battle between London Mayor Boris Johnson and
Prime Minister David Cameron.
The Conservative-led coalition government blocked a third runway when it came
to power in 2010, but speculation is growing
that Cameron would reverse that position if
he wins the next election.

NEW DUBAI AIRPORT TO
OPEN END-2013
Dubai’s new Al Maktoum Airport, which
began cargo operations two years ago, expects to open its long-delayed passenger terminal by the end of 2013, Sheikh Ahmed bin
Saeed al-Maktoum said.
Sheikh Ahmed is president of the Dubai

Civil Aviation Authority and chairman of
Dubai Airports.
“We will look to open passenger terminal by end of next year,” he told reporters.
“Hopefully before the next Air Show in
Dubai, we will open passenger terminal.”
The Al Maktoum airport, part of the
Dubai World Central logistics complex, was
originally due to open for passenger traffic
in March last year.
The massive new airport is designed to
handle 160 million passengers as Dubai attempts to take advantage of its central location between continents.

EC APPROVES 1.2 BILLION
EURO FUNDS FOR BERLIN
AIRPORT

It’s such an obvious way to bring some
pizzaz to an airport’s normally boring surroundings and it is a wonder that other airports don’t follow the lead. Charlotte, North
Carolina’s Airport’s aviation museum is a
very popular stopping off point not just for
travelers, but for local tourists as well. Aircraft from the dawn of controlled flight to
modern jets are displayed at the Carolinas
Aviation Museum.
Is it difficult to find items for an air museum? Not at all, says director Shawn Dorsch.
For example, when the Air and Missile
Museum in Florence, S.C., shut down in the
late 1990s, the museum inherited artifacts
including a retired Convair F-102 Delta
Daggar from the S.C. Air National Guard.
Daggars entered service in the mid-50s to
repel Soviet bombers during the Cold War.
Also in the collection is a UH-1 heli-

The European Commission (EC) has approved a €1.2 billion ($1.6 billion) capital
injection by the public owners of much-delayed Berlin Brandenburg airport.
The funds will be used to complete construction of the airport, which racked up
€1.2 billion in extra costs after a German
court judgment tightened noise protection
rules. The airport has also been plagued by
planning and construction problems, leading
to multiple delays to it planned opening.
“Since the intervention would be made
on terms that a private investor operating under normal market conditions would accept,
it does not involve any state aid as defined
by EU rules,” EC said in a statement. “Since
[airport manager Flughafen Berlin Brandenburg] is unable to finance these costs through
internal resources, the public owners plan to
increase its equity by the same amount.”
The opening of the airport is slated for
Oct. 27, 2013; it was originally scheduled to
open in June.

Capt Sullenberger airplane

*UHDW 9DOXH
/RFDWLRQ $ZDLW <RX
DW 7KH :RUOG·V 0RVW 3RSXODU +RWHO

 6HYHQWK $YH DW UG 6W
1HZ <RUN 1< 
7ROO IUHH 
7HOHSKRQH 

ZZZKRWHOSHQQFRP

/RFDWHG LQ WKH KHDUW RI PLGWRZQ 0DQKDWWDQ RSSRVLWH
0DGLVRQ 6TXDUH *DUGHQ DQG $PWUDN·V 3HQQ 6WDWLRQ
1HZ <RUN·V +RWHO 3HQQV\OYDQLD IHDWXUHV  JXHVW
URRPV DQG LV ZLWKLQ ZDONLQJ GLVWDQFH RI WKH (PSLUH
6WDWH %XLOGLQJ DQG -DYLWV &RQYHQWLRQ &HQWHU
9LVLW RXU ZHE VLWH IRU RXU FRPSOHWH SURPRWLRQDO
SDFNDJHV DQG UDWHV

copter
from
the N.C. Army
National Guard
in
Raleigh.
Hueys
were
widely
used
as gunships in
Vietnam. “A
lot of the stuff
is
donated,”
says Dorsch.
The aluminum still glistens “ S o m e o n e
walked in reon a low-mileage DC-3
painted in Piedmont Airlines cently with a
colors as part of the exhibit World War II
aerial camera
on the historic Winstonwith film still
Salem-based carrier.
in it, all the
lenses and all the filters. It’s almost pristine.
It looks like it was put in a box at the end of
the war.”
Four years ago, the Carolinas Aviation
Museum was housed in a humble hangar,
one of the original structures at Charlotte
Douglas International Airport, built as a
See Airport News page 5
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WPA project during the Depression. When
the hangar had to be moved for runway improvements, the small museum moved into
the old Wachovia aviation hangar near the
Air National Guard base. Then, “Miracle on
the Hudson” changed everything.
On Jan. 15, 2009, US Airways Flight
1549 made a safe splash landing in the
Hudson River after losing power following

takeoff from New York’s LaGuardia Airport.
Operators of the museum talked to the insurance company that owned the Airbus A320.
It agreed to donate the salvaged aircraft in
2011 and it became the museum’s centerpiece. “Most people didn’t know we were
around,” says Wally Coppinger, executive
director of the museum. “It more than tripled
our attendance.”
Within a year, the museum had about
60,000 visitors, up from 15,000, and may hit

near 100,000 this fiscal year.
In addition to the Charlotte-bound jetliner that Capt. Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger
guided onto the river, the museum displays
other artifacts: a mink coat passenger Laurie
Crane snatched from her seat when evacuating; a New York Times dated Jan. 15, 2009,
from a seatback; river-silted and corroding
Coke and Bud Light cans from the service
cart. In a cranny in the cockpit, the museum
found Sullenberger’s custom-made radio

earpiece.
“We didn’t want to become just the Flight
1549 museum,” Coppinger says. Rather, the
mission was to tell the story of aviation in
the Carolinas.
Read more here:
http://www.charlotteobserver.com
/2012/12/14/3726374/visitors-soaring-atairport-museum.html#storylink=cpy

Christ For the World Chapel Annual Christmas Concert

This years event was held in American Airlines - Terminal 8 JFK Airport on Saturday,
December 15, 2012.
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these is how best to safely transport lithium
batteries.
The reauthorization measure states: “The
Secretary of Transportation…may not issue
or enforce any regulation or other requirement regarding the transportation by aircraft of lithium metal cells or batteries or
lithium ion cells or batteries…if the requirement is more stringent than the requirements
of the International Civil Aviation Organization Technical (ICAO) Technical Instructions.”
Congress’ decision comes just as the
ICAO Dangerous Goods Panel approved
changes to the ICAO Technical Instructions
on transporting lithium batteries, evidence
that there is plenty of international regulation to go around. Yet, the decision to limit
stricter FAA regulations on transporting lithium batteries is important for an air cargo industry that has to date been highly effective
in self-regulating the transport of this potentially (but infrequently) dangerous cargo.

LITHIUM
DANGEROUS
GOODS
REGULATIONS
STILL IN STATE
OF FLUX
Joe Alba
Pan American Training Institute’s President
Bill Puckhaber says that maintaining current
Dangerous Goods Training materials is one
of his key responsibilities, and the constant
going back and forth of regulations regarding Lithium Batteries is frustrating. “You
want your students to go back to their workplace with the latest regulatory materials and
if regulations are changing every month, you
begin to worry that this may affect their on
the job activities.”
After years of debate between government and industry, the U.S. Congress has
decided how much authority the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) has in issuing lithium battery transport regulation beyond the international standard. In short—
not much.
The U.S. Congress passed a $63-billion
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) bill
this month, which funds the agency for four
years and puts an end (at least temporarily)
to several continuous aviation issues. One of

Regulations that differ by country can
complicate the international transport
of cargo.
Focusing on an international standard allows for harmonization of lithium battery
transport rules, meaning shippers, forwarders, carriers, and government stakeholders
can work towards a common, internationally
recognized standard. This spells benefits for

ROYAL Waste Services, Inc.
Home of the Green Team
• RAMP CLEAN UP
• CUSTOM CARGO CONTAINERS
• METAL RECYCLING WITH REBATE*
• SHRINK WRAP
• FILE REMOVAL & DOCUMENT DESTRUCTION
• SPRING CLEAN UPS
Joe Morra, General Manager
JoeM@royalwaste.com

718-526-2623
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• COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • RESIDENTIAL • DEMOLITION
•

•

•

WE RECYCLE

*DEPENDING ON VOLUME

safety and efficiency. Despite this, the FAA
seems certain lithium batteries have contributed to in-flight disasters, with lithium batteries catching fire.

Others, however, are not convinced.
The Rechargeable Battery Association
(PRBA) sent a letter to the FAA regarding a
September 2011 FAA study—Freighter Airplane Cargo Fire Risk Model—on the risks
of transporting lithium batteries. According
to PRBA Executive Director George A. Kerchner, the FAA study is inaccurate and the
conclusions unproven. The study considers five plane incidents since 1958 where
lithium batteries were on board. Wrote
Kerchner:“We know that batteries were onboard aircraft in two of these incidents.”
The FAA assumes that batteries caused
those two incidents, and then develops the
risk model from this basis.
But no facts are presented that indicate
any involvement of batteries in the incidents.” Identifying the precise cause of a
crash can be difficult, and the verdict is still
out on exactly what caused the failure on a
UPS plane in Dubai in 2010.
Kerchner noted of that incident: “There
is nothing in the United Arab Emirates General Civil Aviation Authority reports that indicates bulk shipments of lithium batteries
were ‘likely contributors’ to the accident,”
as the FAA study assumes.
“Everyone agrees improperly packaged
lithium ion batteries should not be shipped
as cargo,” Kerchner said in a statement.
“This safety goal can best be achieved by
rigorous enforcement that will ensure compliance with existing international battery
regulations.”
Even Congress seemed to concur that the
threats posed by lithium batteries have not
been firmly established, adding an exception
to its limit on FAA regulations.
The bill states that if the FAA receives
a credible report where lithium batteries,
transported under ICAO standards, “substantially contributed to the initiation or
propagation of an onboard fire,” the FAA
can issue emergency regulation. This caveat,
however, suggests the ICAO standards have
been sufficient to this point, undermining
the FAA belief that batteries should be more
tightly regulated.
The air cargo industry spends a lot of
time contemplating and taking steps to avoid
risk. Mistakes can cost product, business
and most importantly, lives.
That’s why the industry has been so diligent in safely transporting lithium batteries.
Safety is in everyone’s best interest, and
while the FAA bill language on regulation
is welcome, the air cargo industry will continue its proven-effective approach of selfregulation.
Please contact your FAA Hazardous
Goods Special Agent or your local Hazardous Goods FAA office. It is important to
remember that the FAA, in my opinion, has

been driving the new regulations on Lithium cells and batteries. This is a major flight
problem and the FAA will continue to monitor and enforce the regulations. If necessary
the FAA can and does issue “ Emergency
Directives” which will enhance safety and
provide the necessary coverage for any future requirements.

AIR FREIGHT NOT IN
RECOVERY MODE FOR
2013
Companies reducing costs and staying one step ahead of completion –
but is it enough
There is an old joke about two hunters
pursued by an angry bear. The older hunter,
ever critical, comments: “You don’t
seem to be running
very fast?” to his
younger
sidekick.
“Ah, but I really only
need to run faster
than you,” is his mournful reply. The event
that reminded me of this was the surge in
EasyJet’s and Emirates’ profit results revealed in the third quarter of 2012.
As the airline industry is pursued yet
again by numerous “bears” representing
the economy – ageing fleet, onerous regulations, increasing fuel prices, established
staff costs, government taxation – and not a
few other grizzly events, the key to airline
profit growth is actually making sure you are
one step ahead of the competition.
For decades, the convergence in aircraft
types and performance, similar bilateral
operating models, low fuel prices, common industry practices and in some cases,
blind passenger brand loyalty, have made
it difficult for any individual airline to run
faster and gain a reward from doing so. This
is increasingly not the case. As we look to
2013, which still looks set to produce net
traffic growth against an uncertain global
economy, the quest for short-term competitive advantage is becoming an imperative of
long-term survival.
In terms of aircraft, a diversity of current
and future aircraft types beckons as never
before. The cost difference between “new”
and “old” matters very much indeed, with
net advantages ranging from fuel cost per
seat to lower maintenance costs, and on to
higher brand value.
Low-cost Middle East and Chinese airlines, which concluded highly advantageous
deals in the last decade for new and future
aircraft, will certainly achieve increasing net
cost advantages against their European and
US peers.
The brand war may already be lost if
we look at indicators such as the passenger
quality surveys among long-haul airlines,
which feature the Middle East’s “Big three”
and some top Asian carriers. As one busiSee Cargo News page 7
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ness traveller puts it in the recent Flightglobal Ascend Corporate Travel Survey – “better
price, better product, what is not to like?”
So will 2013 see a market recovery by the
more venerable legacy airlines, particularly
in the USA and Europe? It seems unlikely,
given that they appear preoccupied just with
the challenge of getting their own houses in
order, let alone taking on more competitors
in diverse markets. Most of all, the fiscal
tightrope that many of them are walking on
simply does not allow for an aggressive response in product, service or pricing.
An air of resignation, at best, and gloom,
at worst, pervades the air cargo business at
present as faint signs of a recovery are repeatedly being extinguished, writes Peter
Conway.
The 3.5% year-on-year fall in IATA cargo
traffic figures for October 2012 was typical, crushing hopes kindled by a 0.9% rise
in September. Particularly shocking was
Asia-Pacific performance, down a whopping
6.8% year on year. But airlines elsewhere
had nothing much to cheer about, with North
American airlines down 5.3% and European
down 4.3%.

COURTESY OF BOEING

FEDEX ORDERS FOUR
BOEING 767S, DEFERS
TWO 777S
FedEx ordered four 767 freighter jets but
put off taking two larger and more expensive
777s.
FedEx said Wednesday that as part of its
ongoing fleet modernization, it has ordered
four Boeing 767-300 freighter jets. It also
deferred delivery of two much larger and
more expensive 777 freighter jets. With
global cargo demand showing few signs of
recovery, those two aircraft were pushed out
a year from 2015 to 2016. The new 767 order is worth $742 million at list prices. Using market data from aircraft valuation firm
Avitas, the real purchase price after standard
discounts is about $320 million.
FedEx now has 46 firm orders for 767s
and says it is committed to four more, for a
total of 50.
Aside from a dozen orders for the passen-

FAA GROUNDS REQUEST
TO ADD CARGO PLANES TO
PILOT FATIGUE RULES
The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) has ruled for a second time against
adding cargo planes to scheduling rules that
were designed to avoid fatigue among commercial airline pilots.
Over the objection of the National Transportation Safety Board and other airplane
safety advocates, the FAA said on Tuesday
that it was standing by its 2011 finding that
limiting flight-scheduling rules to only commercial airline pilots was the most cost-effective approach to regulating the aviation
industry’s work rules.
The ruling had been challenged in court
by the union for United Parcel Service pilots,
the Independent Pilots Association, which
argued that the scheduling rules should be
applied to all people flying airplanes in the
United States.
The FAA said that it conducted an independent review of its cost-benefit analysis of
applying the new rules to cargo pilots and
found again that it would be too expensive
for planes that were not carrying passengers.
Under the rules finalized by the FAA in
2011, commercial airline pilots are required
to get at least 10 hours of off-duty time
between flight schedules. Department of
Transportation officials said the gap would
give them at least the opportunity to get
eight hours of sleep before they get into the
cockpit.
The rule also limits commercial pilots
to no more than nine hours of “flight time,”
which the FAA considers to be any time an
airplane is moving on its own power, even
if it is on the ground at airport. Pilots would
also be limited to 28 working days in a
month.
The UPS pilots’ union said Tuesday that
it was unhappy with the FAA’s decision to
maintain the exemption to the rules for cargo
pilots.

TAKING A PEEK AT THE
PEAK, AS MEMPHIS-BASED
FEDEX MARKS ITS BUSIEST
DAY EVER
FedEx driver Jeff Campbell organizes his
truck during the morning package sort at the
FedEx Express Cordova Station early Monday. Companywide, the organization had its
busiest day ever, expecting to move a record
19 million packages.
Moving packages by plane, truck, boat
and train, FedEx expected to beat a previous record, set last Dec. 12, by at least 1.8
million packages, or 10 percent. It was anticipated to be the third straight year of double-digit volume growth carried by FedEx
Express, FedEx Ground and FedEx Freight
on the busiest day of the year.
“We saw a record coming months ago, so
everybody is ready,”
company spokeswoman Bonnie Kourvelas
said. “I know you’ve
heard this before, but
it’s really like the Super Bowl for us.”
The shipping spike
reflects the ascendancy of e-commerce
and the emergence of
By Mike Brown,
lower-cost
shipping
The Commercial Appeal

options through FedEx Ground and FedEx
SmartPost. FedEx has said it will deliver
280 million packages between Thanksgiving and Christmas this year, up 13 percent
from 2011.
This year’s peak season comes against
a backdrop of a realignment at the global
shipping powerhouse, which will be offering
voluntary buyouts to certain nonoperational
employees in February in an effort to trim
expenses and improve profits by $1.7 billion a year. The staff reduction, which some
analysts believe could reduce head count by
4,000 to 5,000, is expected to be felt acutely
in the Memphis area, home base of FedEx
Express and support offices.

UPS OFFERS MORE
CONCESSIONS TO SECURE
TNT
United Parcel Service has offered more
See Cargo News page 8
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The industry seems to have more or less
written off the first half of 2013. David Shepherd, global head of sales for IAG Cargo,
talks of “low expectations for the first half,
crossing my fingers for the second half”.
Karl Ulrich Garnadt, chairman of Lufthansa
Cargo likewise says he does not expect the
market to come back till later 2013 if at all.

ger version of the 767, the vast majority of
the commercial 767 order book comes from
FedEx. Those orders should see Boeing
through to the introduction of the Air Force
tanker version of the 767 around 2015. FedEx, the world’s largest express package
company, has been updating its fleet with
new 767s and 777s and used, converted 757
passenger jets. However, the global downturn in air cargo since 2008 has led the company to delay some of its modernization
plans.
FedEx’s annual report indicates it still has
outstanding obligations to take an additional
24 Boeing 777s, not nine.
That includes an order for nine 777s with
a single condition attached: that its airline
work force continues to be covered by the
1926 Railway Labor Act rather than the National Labor Relations Act. The status quo
makes unionization of that work force less
likely.
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concessions in a bid to win EU regulatory
approval for its EUR€5.2 billion (USD$6.8
billion) bid for TNT Express, according to
two people familiar with the matter.
The latest offer came after the European
Commission indicated an earlier proposal to
sell warehouses and customer bases in about
15 countries, mainly in eastern Europe, was
not sufficient to address competition concerns. UPS is seeking to buy Dutch peer and
European market leader TNT to gain access
to TNT’s network in the fast-growing Asian
and Latin American markets.
UPS submitted its latest offer to the European Commission one of the sources said.
“The remedies are substantially improved,” the second person said, declining
to provide details because of the sensitivity
of the matter.
A UPS spokeswoman said company was
working on ways of tweaking its TNT deal
to win European approval but declined to
comment on any specific actions it was con-

templating.
“As we move through this process, remedies can change,” said spokeswoman Peggy
Gardner.

PROFITS UP, BUT
AIRFREIGHT TRAILS
PASSENGER GROWTH
There is a growing mismatch between
the performance of the passenger and cargo
sides of the airline business, IATA has revealed. A 5.3 percent growth in passenger
numbers in 2012, with a 3 percent improvement in yield, contrasts sharply with the 2
percent fall in both freight tons, kilometers
and cargo yield.
These curves used to match each other
and only started to diverge in early 2011.
There are also other signs that “something
strange is going on,” according to Julie
Perovic, IATA’s senior economist. World
trade has grown steadily for three years but
has lost its correlation with airfreight, which

SPOTLESS CAR WASH
and QUICK LUBE

she said was “dropping off” while container
shipping volumes have held up well.
Inventory-to-sales ratios have stayed level for three years, however, so it wasn’t the
case that businesses were stockpiling and
could afford to move products more slowly.
“It’s not displacement,” Perovic said.
The likely answer was that emerging
economies such as China, India and Latin
America were now driving global growth
and were transporting bulk commodities
by sea rather than flying low-volume, highvalue goods. The U.S. and Europe have lost
their historic dominance and were now responsible for just 9 percent and 7 percent
respectively of trade growth.
IATA calculates that the industry needs
a margin of 7-8 percent to recover its cost
of capital. Tyler said he would “not be surprised” if one or two airlines went bankrupt
in the next few months, despite recent efficiency gains resulting from alliances and
joint ventures.
Brian Pearce, IATA chief economist, said
next year’s modest improvement in profitability was “far from an adequate return to
investors” and would leave airlines short of
the $8.8 billion they earned in 2011.
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FIRST A330 FREIGHTER
FOR THE AMERICAS
Tampa Cargo in Colombia has taken delivery of the first of four A330-200 freighter
aircraft as part of parent airline AviancaTaca’s fleet renewal strategy.
Fifteen of the 70-tonne payload mid-size
freighters are now flying with six operators
worldwide, but this was the first supplied to
the Americas. Tampa said the new capacity would enable it to expand its presence
in new and existing international markets,
including Brazil, Uruguay Ecuador, Mexico
and the U.S.
“We are confident in the A330-200F’s
proven advanced technology, eco-efficiency
and range,” said Fabio Villegas, CEO of
AviancaTaca. With 10 A330-200 passenger
aircraft on order, he addeds that the group
would benefit from fleet commonality.
Underlining the aircraft’s “exceptional
economics,” John Leahy, chief operating officer–customers at Airbus, added: “With the
capacity and range to profitably serve the
growing cargo markets of Latin America,
the A330-200F flies more payload significantly further while offering lower cost-perton than its nearest competitor.”

MAGDEBURG ON THE
FREIGHT MAP
A first cargo flight departed Germany’s
Magdeburg Cochstedt airport on Dec. 12
following the issue of a freight forwarding
license by Luftfahrt-Bundesamt, the national civil aviation authority.
Cargo carrier RAF-Avia, based in Riga,
Latvia, operated the inaugural service using one of the two 5.5 tonne capacity AN26 freighters that it now has stationed at the
German airport. RAF-Avia runs commercial
charters as well as providing feeder services
for TNT and DHL.
Danish company Airport Development
bought Cochstedt, a former East German
military base located between Leipzig and
Berlin, in 2010. The airport boasts good
road connections to nearby commercial centers, including Wolfsburg, 40 minutes away,
where Volkswagen has its global headquarters.
Cochstedt, now classified as an EU Regulated Agent and Known Consignor, will
leverage its unrestricted 24-hour license by
developing as a logistics hub. On-airport
freight facilities of 70,000 and 10,000 square
feet are to be built in 2013.

DHL EYES RETAIL
EXPANSION IN INDIA
Deutsche Post DHL’s Indian arm plans to
invest $129 million via its supply chain division to build new warehouses and transport
facilities in India as it positions itself to tap
the opening up of the retail sector.
“With government investments in infrastructure on the rise, coupled with streamlining of regulatory policies, we are enthusiastic about the fast-paced growth in the
logistics market,” says Paul Graham, chief
operating officer of DHL’s supply chain division for Asia. “We want to be ready when
shippers look to expand.”
India recently made the politically risky
decision of allowing foreign direct investment in its supermarket industry. The expectation is that this exposure will attract greater
investment in India’s much-maligned infrastructure, which has presented major challenges distributing product to retail stores.
“The new retail legislation places emphasis on making India a sourcing hub, and
that is important,” says Graham, adding that
DHL was ready to bring its global retail logistics expertise to India.
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At McArthur Airport in Islip, NY, loading the
DHL Helicopter for Staten Island.

DHL JOINS WITH LOCAL
COMMUNITY TO AIRLIFT
CRITICAL SUPPLIES FOR
HURRICANE VICTIMS
On Saturday, November 3rd, a DHL Express helicopter took flight on its first of
many relief missions bringing critical supplies to the most hurricane-stricken areas
of Staten Island and Baldwin Harbor, New
York. It was all part of a coordinated, local
community effort involving DHL Express,
East End Helicopter and various community
partners to help the victims of Hurricane
Sandy.
East End Helicopter, an Aviation partner
of DHL Express, has been purchasing and
storing bottled water, baby diapers, warm
clothing, shoes and other supplies for Hurricane Sandy victims at its hangar in Long Island, NY. The supplies were also generously
donated by local businesses and citizens as
well as 9-1-1 Veterans of Long Island. DHL
Express provided the aviation fuel which resulted in the delivery of nearly 12,000 lbs of
critical supplies to those in the most devastated areas of New York. The relief flights
will continue on Monday, November 5th.
“Hurricane Sandy created mayhem and
left many folks without critical items like
water and warm clothing,” said Ian Clough,
CEO of DHL Express U.S. “By partnering
with the local community and leveraging
our logistics capabilities, we can get help to
where it’s needed most and hasten the recovery efforts.”
DHL Express is also taking steps to assist
its employees in the wake of Hurricane Sandy. The Company set up a national employee
donation drive to collect much-needed goods
including warm clothing, non-perishable
food, water and personal hygiene items for
delivery to its employees in impacted areas
throughout New York and New Jersey.

COURTING
CHAPTER
11: LEASING
LARGE
AIRCRAFT
FROM
CARRIERS
Del Williams
Due largely to increasing government

regulation and taxation causing every major
U.S airline to file for chapter 11 at least once
since 2002, the airline industry is a high-risk
and high-cost arena. Maintaining profitability is a major challenge for airline executives when faced with a soft economy, rising
costs – primarily fuel costs, wage expenses,
and the need to meet seasonal consumer demand, particularly considering multi-million
dollar asset costs anytime additional lift capacity is needed.
“There are airlines failing all over the
planet right now. There are a number of
people trading in this business that are right
on the thin edge. In recent months there
have been several airlines in the U.S. alone
that have gone to Chapter 11. The market is
constantly changing, and clients are getting
dumped on a regular basis that thought they
had lift secured,” says Chris Lapointe, general manager of Flair Air, a Canadian largeaircraft charter firm.

hundreds of vacationing travelers in Puerto
Plata, Santa Domingo, Punta Cana and Cancun. It also abruptly terminated it’s contract
for aircraft charter services with Flair Airlines, who had been supplying the lift. But
Flair did something unheard of in this business environment: without contract, contractual obligation or any compensation, the
airline, at it’s own expense flew south and
retrieved the stranded passengers, a move
that it’s management estimates cost the airline $300,000.
Said Flair Air’s General Manager Chris
Lapointe, “Going to get these stranded passengers is the only right thing to do. If we
didn’t step up and help, these individuals
would have been put in a very difficult situation. We were as surprised as Go Travel
South’s customers were when we learned
that the program had been cancelled.”
According to Bruce and Lynn MacGillivary, vacationers from Dunvegan, ON “We
were part of the last Flair flight out of Cancun on Feb 28th. When the pilot finished his
pre-flight spiel, there was a rousing response
from everyone onboard.”
Says Lori Day, another stranded traveler
rescued by Flair, “Congratulations on being
an excellent corporate citizen - the people
you flew home will not forget this!”

BOEING AND EMBRAER
RECOMMEND
PROCEDURES TO STEM
RUNWAY HAZARDS
Maintaining competitiveness without
major capital outlays is vital. Many airlines
are looking to charter carriers for short and
longer-term lease arrangements in lieu of
making large capital expenditures on asset
acquisition. But choosing a reliable carrier
can be fraught with risk. With flights scheduled, if the charter company suddenly folds,
consequences can be disastrous.
In the airline business it is a significant
undertaking to enter into any lease agreement with a charter company—as you are
essentially trusting them with a portion of
your business. For these reasons it is paramount for an airline to select a reliable charter carrier as a partner in service.
“Normally it’s reliability we look for,”
says Stephen Arbib, Vice President of Sales
at SkyLink Aviation. “We have to make sure
because we are the ones on the hook with
our clients. Ultimately when we’re dealing
with the clients, we’re the ones contracting
through them, so whatever operator we deal
with, we have to make sure they are reliable.”

Responsiveness Amidst Chapter 11
Filings
One of the many groups to fall due to
economic trouble was Ottawa-based tour
operator Go Travel South, who abruptly terminated its winter tour program, abandoning

Boeing and Brazil’s Embraer have joined
forces to help pilots world-wide avoid
the most frequent type of airline accident:
continuing off the end of a runway after a
botched landing.
The two jet makers said they are recommending new landing procedures and
revised training techniques to combat increasing hazards from so-called runway
excursions. Those are accidents or serious
incidents in which airliners career off runways, often because a pilot landed too fast
and touched too far down a landing strip, or
failed to gauge stopping distance properly
on wet or snow-packed pavement.
The effort comes several years after other
companies, industry associations and airsafety experts began similar campaigns. But
the initiatives haven’t reversed the growing
rate of runway excursions, which sometimes
are called overruns.
The Boeing-Embraer approach, featuring
free training videos, relies partly on stressing verbal exchanges between pilots about
the details of approaches when there is still
time to pull up safely and try landings again.
The procedures also call for extended use
of thrust-reversers, devices on the back of
jet engines that are used to slow a landing
aircraft. The companies also are working on
better ways to inform pilots about braking
distances.
Corky Townsend, director of safety for

Boeing’s commercial-airplane unit, said the
goal is a “shared set of tools” to improve the
situational awareness of cockpit crews.

INDUSTRY URGES STUDY
TO HIGHLIGHT PILOT
SHORTAGE
As the first wave of age 65 pilot retirements begins this soon, a coalition of industry, and government officials are pushing for
an in-depth study to highlight what they fear
is a looming pilot shortage.
The coalition – an informal group that
has met periodically over the past 18 months
– asked the Government Accountability Office (GAO) to conduct the study, saying,
“The aviation industry is entering an era
of unprecedented pilot staffing challenges
as a result of a struggling economy, bankruptcies, mergers, increasing flight training
costs, manufacturing declines and numerous
new public laws and regulations.”
The organizations met with GAO late
last month to discuss the need to look at the
potential for a pilot shortage and ramifications to the industry. The organizations then
followed with a formal pilot study proposal
outlining all the factors that such a study
should entail. Typically such study requests
come directly from Congress, but GAO has
the authority to initiate a study without such
a request.
The coalition comprises a range of airline, general aviation, business aviation and
academic representatives. But it also includes Flight Standards Director John Allen,
who has made the potential pilot shortage
one of his personal priorities.
However, a number of factors are combining to suggest that the problem is looming this time, he said. Airlines are bracing
for substantial retirements as the first wave
of age 65 retirements begin. The military
supply of trained pilots has slowed substantially. And new rules mandated by Congress
for all Part 121 pilots to obtain a air transport pilot certificate are further exacerbating
the potential shortage, industry officials believe. Boeing, a member of the coalition, has
suggested that the industry will need about
4,000 new pilots each year.
Metrics are showing declines in nearly
all sectors, from the number of commercial
pilots, general aviation active pilots and new
pilot starts. The number of new private pilots has dropped by 10,000 each in the past
couple of years, the coalition says.
“As the airlines hire the few qualified pilots available, a lack of pilots would severely impact corporate and charter operations
of general aviation,” the coalition says, adding, “With few pilots choosing to enter the
field of aviation as a career, universities and
flight training providers will see a continued
drop in enrollment.” A University of North
Dakota study has tracked the flight training
declines, the groups say.
See Aviation News page 10
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a case-by-case basis, the insurance savings
would be expected to recoup the cost of fitting the ROPS option within “three to five
years.”
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months, even as the EC steadfastly defended
the law.
A day after Hedegaard’s news conference, the U.S. Congress approved the EU
Emissions Trading Scheme Prohibition Act,
which can be used to shelter U.S. airlines
from compliance with the EU law. U.S.
President Barack Obama signed the act on
November 27.
Less than two weeks later, Chinese carrier China Eastern Airlines announced plans
to buy 60 Airbus aircraft, a reversal of its
earlier threats to withhold orders from Airbus because of the EU law. Fellow carrier
China Southern ordered a further 10 Airbus
aircraft last week.

MCCASKILL THREATENS
LEGISLATION ON AIRPLANE
ELECTRONIC DEVICE
RULES
(L to R) ACJ’s François Chazelle, Martin
Collins from Willis, Starr’s Nigel Griffiths
and Henry Adair from Willis

FIXING U.S. AIR TRAFFIC
DYSFUNCTION SEEN IN
EXAMPLE
Airbus To Offer Runway Protection
System for Its Aircraft
A runway overrun protection system
(ROPS) option will be available from next
year, tackling what as become the primary
air transportation safety issue. ROPS is an
avionics solution that compares aircraft energy state and landing performance against
the runway end throughout the short final
approach to the aircraft’s eventual stop. It issues warnings to pilots on final approach, if
the runway length from the projected touchdown spot is too short, aiding them in making the decision to go around.
Once the aircraft has touched down,
ROPS warns if heavier braking and reverse
thrust are required to stop the aircraft within
the confines of the runway. ROPS represents
a major contribution to increased safety, and
will be fitted as standard to the A350XWB
airliner, and available as a retrofit to all Airbus aircraft. It is also being offered to other
manufacturers.
While the safety enhancement aspect of
ROPS cannot be overlooked, there is also
a cost-saving implication. Yesterday at the
show, Willis Aerospace, an aerospace insurance broker, announced that underwriter
Starr Aviation would recognize the benefits
of ROPS in its assessments for aircraft insurance. While such policies are considered on

Sen. Claire McCaskill called on the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to relax
its rules for electronic device use on airplanes or face legislation from her forcing
it to do so.
The FAA said earlier this year that it was
reviewing its policies regarding electronic
devices, which have come under fire from
both airline passengers and electronic manufacturers in recent years.
McCaskill said the result of the FAA’s review should be more electronic device use.
“We live in an increasingly connected
world, and information is traveling at the
speed it takes our email to refresh,” the recently reelected Missouri senator said.
“The current rules are inconvenient to
travelers, don’t make sense, and lack a scientific basis,” McCaskill continued. “Airline
employees have the incredibly important job
of keeping us safe in the air — their efforts
are better spent worrying about rules that actually accomplish that goal.”
Airline passengers are currently allowed
to use electronic devices that do not emit radio waves, such as laptops and tablets that
are not connected to the Internet, during
flights after taking off and before final approaches.
Aviation regulators have argued that
data-emitting electronic devices could interfere with airplanes’ operational equipment.

U.S., CHINA TURNED EU
POWERS AGAINST AIRLINE
POLLUTION LAW
The European Union’s landmark effort to
charge foreign airlines for carbon emitted on
flights in and out of Europe was already failing by the time French President Francois
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Francois Hollande, French President
Hollande shared his deep concerns with the
European Commission chief in October.
The U.S. aviation industry had mustered fierce political opposition, China was
threatening to withhold aircraft orders from
Airbus and the most influential European nations feared retaliation against their national
carriers. Chinese and Indian airlines refused
to submit emissions data; U.S. lawmakers
were readying a law that could make it illegal to pay the tariff.
Ultimately it came down to an economyversus-environment debate, with issues of
national sovereignty and freedom of the
skies also playing a decisive role in grounding the effort for now, to the relief of global
carriers and airplane makers whose businesses stood to lose out.
Direct pressure from the EU’s three most
powerful members, and France in particular,
forced an abrupt one-year postponement of
one of the most contentious efforts to curb
global greenhouse gas emissions since the
1997 Kyoto Protocol, according to European
sources familiar with the negotiations.
Hollande, nervous about the possible
job losses at major French and European
employer Airbus (EAD.PA), raised the issue with EC President Jose Manuel Barroso
at a meeting in Brussels in October, one of
dozens of such encounters focused mainly
on taming the debt crisis, one of the sources
said.
Barroso decided the EC needed to make
its move before the United States finalized
a law that would formally shield its airlines
from complying “so as not to be seen to be
pushed,” said the source, who asked not to
be named because of the sensitivity of the
disclosures.
Weeks later, on November 12, EU Climate Commissioner Connie Hedegaard told
a hastily convened news conference that she
was “stopping the clock” for a year before
enforcing the law, a painful about-face on a
signature initiative that has become the latest
example of how difficult it remains to tackle
climate change globally.
The delay took both environmental campaigners and industry by surprise, although
pressure had been building steadily for

GE TO BUY AVIO’S
AVIATION BUSINESS
US conglomerate General Electric has
agreed to buy the aviation business of Italian
aerospace company Avio for EUR€3.3 billion (USD$4.3 billion), or 8.5 times Avio’s
2012 EBITDA, the companies said.
Avio will strengthen GE’s global supply
chain capabilities as its engine production
rates continue to rise to meet growing customer demand, GE said in a statement on
Friday.
Avio, which supplies engine parts for the
Eurofighter Typhoon and engine makers GE
and Rolls-Royce, was acquired in 2006 by
Cinven in a deal that valued the company at
about EUR€2.6 billion. The deal will not include Avio’s aerospace unit.
Avio’s revenues in the aviation sector
were EUR€1.7 billion euros in 2011, with
more than 50 percent derived from components for GE and GE joint venture engines.

BOMBARDIER GETS MORE
C-SERIES GOOD NEWS
Shares of Bombardier rose after its new
C-Series jet received its second dose of good
news in as many days when Latvia’s airBaltic firmed up a tentative order for 10 of the
narrow-body planes.
The announcement came hot on the heels
of news that an airline based in the Americas had signed a letter of intent to buy 12
C-Series jets, with options for another 18
aircraft, ending a five-month order drought
for the 110- to 149-seater plane.
Orders for the new C-Series, Bombardier’s bold USD$4 billion bet on its biggest
plane yet, have been slow, standing at only
148 some 18 months ahead of the aircraft’s
entry into service.
The tentative order from the unnamed
Americas-based airline was positive as it is
the first commitment from a customer since
Bombardier announced last month that it
was delaying the C-Series’ inaugural flight
by six months, National Bank Financial analyst Cameron Doerksen said.
That said, the back-to-back announcements from Bombardier this week were
See Aviation News page 11
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likely to be coincidence and did not signal a
sudden unleashing of interest in the plane, he
said.
“Historically we have seen with other aircraft programs that the trigger point for a significant increase in order activity tends to be
the first flight,” Doerksen said.

MIAMI-ORLANDO TRAIN
COULD CREATE RIVAL TO
AIR
A Florida company cleared a major hurdle
on Tuesday to move ahead with a project to
build a new USD$1.5 billion passenger train
service linking Orlando and Miami that is being billed as the first privately run rail link
between two major US cities.
The project, dubbed “All Aboard Florida”
and scheduled to begin service in late 2014
or early 2015, would operate passenger trains
on approximately 200 miles of existing track
along Florida’s east coast owned by Florida
East Coast Railways (FECI), a Miami real
estate and transportation company.
It also would include train service on an
additional 40-mile inland segment to be built
from Cocoa Beach to Orlando.
The new service is designed for tourists
and business travelers and would link two of
Florida’s major urban centers. Air services
between the two cities include those run by
American Airlines and Delta Air Lines. The
trains running between Orlando and Miami
would make the journey in 3 hours, 3 minutes, traveling at speeds of up to 110 mph,
according to company officials.
Amtrak, the government-owned national
rail corporation, currently offers a twice-daily service between Miami and Orlando taking 5 to 7 hours.
The trip on “All Aboard Florida” would
include stops in downtown Miami, Fort Lauderdale, West Palm Beach and Orlando Airport.
FECI officials have said studies show that
about 50 million people travel between Miami and Orlando every year, with 95 percent
making the journey by car in 4 to 5 hours.

IS CANADA’S AIR TRAFFIC
STRATEGY A POSITIVE
MOVE FOR AVIATION?
Twenty years ago, Canada’s air- traffic
system used outdated equipment and was
choking with flight delays. Since then, the
organization set up to control the nation’s

airspace shuttered radar rooms and towers,
cut the workforce and created a market for
its technology.
The turnaround was triggered by the government’s decision in 1996 to turn the agency
into a nonprofit corporation, backed by flight
fees and insulated from political interference,
according to John Crichton, president and
chief executive officer of NAV CANADA.
“We’re operating today with 25 percent
fewer people, yet the traffic has increased by
50 percent,” Crichton said in an interview.
“Our technology is being used in the four
corners of the Earth.”
The modernization of NAV CANADA
provides lessons for the Federal Aviation
Administration and should kick-start a debate about the future management of the U.S.
air-traffic system, analysts and former U.S.
agency officials say.
Members of the U.S. Congress have
blocked multiple attempts by the FAA to shut
or merge underutilized air-control towers and
radar rooms, costing taxpayers millions of
dollars, according to logs of correspondence
obtained through the Freedom of Information
Act. Political interference also undermines
the introduction of the $42-billion technology upgrade known as NextGen, which the
agency plans to introduce over the next two
decades, former FAA officials say.
The concept of privatizing all or part of
the FAA, considered during the administrations of Bill Clinton and George W. Bush,
was rejected on both occasions by lawmakers. The air- traffic controllers union opposes any such move, citing safety concerns.
Even proponents say those objections make
the privatization of the FAA difficult to get
through Congress.
The challenges the FAA will confront as it
modernizes suggest that a new management
model is needed, said Clinton Oster, a retired
Indiana University professor and co-author of
a book comparing air-traffic systems around
the world.
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Courtesy of Alaska Airlines

ALASKA AIRLINES AND
AEROMEXICO SIGN
CODESHARE
Passengers on Seattle-based Alaska Airlines has signed a new frequent flier and
codeshare deal with Aeromexico, the two
companies announced.
This means that, starting next year, passengers will be able to use miles from one
carrier for award travel on the other. Passengers also will be able to buy tickets through
Aeromexico on 20 Alaska routes, including
all eight Alaska destinations in Mexico with
service from Los Angeles, San Francisco,
San Diego and San Jose.
“Aeromexico’s customers will enjoy
Alaska’s easy connections, streamlined handling of checked baggage and more travel
options to some of the West Coast’s most
popular destinations, including Seattle and
Portland, Oregon,” Joe Sprague, Alaska Airlines’ vice president of marketing, said in a
news release. “We welcome Aeromexico’s
passengers to experience the award-winning
customer service of Alaska Airlines on their
next U.S.-bound flight.”
Sergio Allard, Aeromexico’s chief commercial officer, said: “We are very pleased
to announce this new alliance and confident
that this commitment will benefit all Alaska’s and Aeromexico’s passengers, which
will allow them to connect with 45 cities
around Mexico and with 11 different countries in Central and South America. Alaska
Airlines Mileage Plan and Aeromexico Club
Premier members will very soon also be able
to enjoy all of their well-known benefits as if
they were flying with the same airline.”

UNITED TO CONCENTRATE
747S AT SAN FRANCISCO
United Airlines will base the majority of
its Boeing 747-400 fleet at its San Francisco
hub from April 2013, as it focuses on improving the reliability of the fleet.
The Chicago-based Star Alliance member says that the concentration of spare
parts and tooling at the airport will allow it
to reduce maintenance issues ahead of the
summer 2013 travel season, in an employee
newsletter on 19 December. “These changes
will allow us to more effectively utilize aircraft downtime, and we have full inventory
support through the maintenance base ware-

house and support shops,” says Chris Carrick, SFO line maintenance managing director at United, in the newsletter.
United will replace 747s with Boeing
777-200s on its Chicago O’Hare to Tokyo
Narita flight from 3 January 2013, and its
Chicago-Hong Kong-Singapore flight from
March 2013, it says.
The airline will upgrade flights between
San Francisco and Frankfurt, London Heathrow, Osaka Kansai, and Taipei to 747s from
777s as a result of the shift. It will also upgrade flights between Honolulu and Tokyo
Narita to a 747 from a 777.
United will continue to use 747-400s on
flights between Los Angeles and Sydney,
Australia.

AIR CANADA PICKS
‘ROUGE’ AS NAME OF LOWCOST CARRIER
Air Canada’s new low-cost carrier will
begin flying to European and Caribbean
vacation spots next year under the name
“Rouge”, the airline said
on Tuesday of the service it
hopes will provide a springboard for sustained profitability.
Montreal-based Air Canada, the country’s biggest airline, is launching Rouge
at a time when Canadians have a growing
number of options for vacation travel. It will
compete with Transat , WestJet Vacations
and Sunwing Travel Group.
“The Air Canada Leisure Group will be
well positioned in the highly competitive
but growing leisure segment in Canada, with
its strong value proposition and competitive
cost structure,” said Michael Friisdahl, who
is heading up the new venture, at a launch
event in Toronto. Rouge will offer cheap
flights to tourists visiting the Caribbean and
Europe, starting July 1, 2013 - not June, as
was previously announced.
Rouge will expand to other destinations
for next winter, said Chief Commercial Officer Ben Smith. As Air Canada takes delivery
of Boeing 787 Dreamliner aircraft starting in
2014, it will funnel more planes into Rouge.
Rouge will take over some flights previously operated by Air Canada Vacations, as
well as the mainline fleet’s seasonal service
to Athens.
The unit will have its own management
team, headed by Friisdahl, former chief executive of Thomas Cook North America.

DELTA SAYS REGIONAL
JET PURCHASE WILL ‘PAY
FOR ITSELF’ WITHIN THREE
YEARS
Delta Air Lines believes it will improve
its net debt in the deal to acquire 40 76-seat
Bombardier CRJ900 aircraft and return 60
of its 50-seat CRJ200 jets to the manufacturer, airline executives say.

CCO Virasb Vahidi said “the new routes to
Brazil and Colombia are a direct response to
the increasing customer demand for travel
between the US and Latin America.”

AMERICAN RECEIVES ITS
FIRST BOEING 777-300ER
Courtesy of Bombardier

Delta has not yet decided whether the
net result from the deal will go on the balance sheet of Delta or its regional partners,
or whether to lease or own the new jets. But
even if they are on Delta’s balance sheet, it
will improve the net debt position overall,
Delta CEO Richard Anderson and President
Ed Bastian said Dec. 12 during the airline’s
Investor Day.
“It pays for itself within three years, basically,” Bastian says. Anderson cites the
“improvement in operating cash flow and
the avoidance of all these maintenance overhauls” on the 50-seaters as the reason.
Delta plans to slash its 50-seater fleet to
at least 125 aircraft by 2015, a move it says
will save the airline $400-$500 million in
maintenance costs over the next three years.

American Airlines said it received its first
Boeing 777-300ER on Tuesday, December
11th.
The aircraft will be initially used on the
Dallas/Fort Worth-Sao Paulo route starting
on Jan. 31. American said it also plans to use
the 777-300 on routes to London Heathrow
from DFW and New York’s JFK airport.
“This is an important step in demonstrating how American is focused on putting our
customers at the center of everything we
do,” said chief commercial officer Virasb
Vahidi.
The carrier added the aircraft was delivered without American’s traditional livery.
On Monday, American posted a video on
its Youtube account that featured an aircraft
with the tail hidden by black tarps. It appears
likely the airline will unveil its new brand,
livery and logo with the launch of its new
777-300.
American had originally expected to
launch the new 777-300 in mid-December
but delayed its entrance into the fleet because of manufacturing issues with the first
class seats it has installed in the aircraft.

KINGFISHER APPLIES FOR
LICENSE RENEWAL

COURTESY OF AMERICAN AIRLINES

American Airlines CCO
Virasb Vahidi

AMERICAN AIRLINES
TO LAUNCH NEW LATIN
AMERICAN FLIGHTS IN
2013
American Airlines has inked agreements
to begin codesharing with LATAM Airlines
Group carriers LAN Colombia and TAM.
American Airlines said in a statement
that the codesharing would be a “solid stepping stone in building a stronger bilateral
relationship between American and LATAM
Airlines Group.” Details of the codesharing
were not provided.
In late 2013, American Airlines plans
to launch new Dallas/Fort Worth-Bogota
service as well as new flights from Miami
to the Brazilian cities Curitiba and Porto
Alegre (to be the carrier’s eighth and ninth
destinations in Brazil). American Airlines

A bid by grounded Indian carrier Kingfisher Airlines to renew its operating license,
which expires at the end of the year, will not
succeed until it submits a turnaround plan, a
senior aviation regulatory source said.
Kingfisher, which has not flown since
October, has estimated debts of USD$2.5
billion and owes money to banks, airports,
tax authorities, plane leasing companies and
its staff.
The Directorate General of Civil Aviation, India’s aviation regulator, suspended
Kingfisher’s license to fly in October after
months of cancelled flights and staff walkouts.The carrier can apply to renew its license within two years from the day it expires, the source, who has direct knowledge
but did not wish to be identified, told reporters.
Kingfisher has tried unsuccessfully to
raise cash for more than a year. It said earlier
this month it was in talks with Abu Dhabi’s
Etihad Airways and other investors about
taking a stake in the carrier.
Aircraft leasing firm International Lease
Finance (ILFC) is seeking to take back four
Kingfisher planes, the source said.
Indian tax authorities last week impounded a Kingfisher plane, but DGCA will seek
the return of the aircraft, the source added.
See Airline News page 13
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PEGASUS AIRLINES
ORDERS 75 AIRBUS A320/
A321S
Turkey’s Pegasus Airlines ordered 75
Airbus A320-family planes worth around
USD$7.5 billion, Airbus said, marking the
country’s largest single aircraft order.
The Istanbul-based budget carrier placed
a firm order for 58 fuel-saving A320neo aircraft and 17 A321neo jets. The aircraft have
a combined list price of USD$7.5 billion.
The deal also includes options for a further 25 aircraft. If all options are exercised,
the deal’s value for all 100 aircraft could rise
to USD$9.9 billion, based on official Airbus
prices.

sual conditions. Fuji Dream launched operations in July 2009. Prior to its launch, it ordered two E-170s and added an E-175 to its
backlog before the end of 2009. In 2010-11,
it further increased its order book to include
another E-170 and two more E-175s.
The carrier, which has bases in Nagoya
and Shizuoka, serves 10 secondary cities in
Japan using its six E-Jets. Fuji has carried
more than 1.3 million passengers to date.

ALLEGIANT TO PURCHASE
NINE EX-IBERIA AIRBUS
A320 AIRCRAFT
Allegiant Travel Co. said it will buy up to
nine ex-Iberia Airbus A320 aircraft—seven
in 2013 and two in 2014.
At time of delivery, the 177-seat aircraft
will have an average age of 12 years. It expects to place the first aircraft into service
late in the third quarter of 2013; all nine will

enter service by the end of 2014. Allegiant
president Andrew Levy said the A320 will
“enable us to continue cost-effective growth
for years to come.” They are powered by
CFMI CFM56 engines.
The carrier said it does not expect the additional aircraft to affect its 2013 capacity
as it will vary MD-80 utilization; it is not
planning to retire MD-80s as a result of the
transaction.

Take Your Career to the Next Level:
Vaughn Master’s Degree in Airport Management
With a master of science degree in airport management
from Vaughn College, you’ll gain the skills you need to
succeed in today’s airport industry.

Computer rendering of 777-300ER in China
Airlines’ livery.

One of the only programs of its kind in the Northeast,
Vaughn’s master’s program was created for the airport
management industry–by the airport industry–to give you:

CHINA AIRLINES ORDERS
SIX BOEING 777S, LEASES
FOUR MORE

» The solid, diverse curriculum today’s industry
demands, including courses in economics, human
resource management, airport planning and
operations, security, safety–and more.

Courtesy, Boeing

Boeing has confirmed a $2 billion China
Airlines order for six 777-300ERs, marking
the entry of the 777 into the Taiwan carrier’s
fleet. ATW first announced the order earlier
this month. China Airlines is in the middle of
a long-haul fleet renewal and said it plans to
operate the 777-300ERs on new transpacific
flights between North America and Asia.
Boeing also said China Airlines also will
lease four 777-300ERs from GE Capital
Aviation Services (GECAS).
The carrier operates 23 Boeing 747-400s
and 737-800s, and 21 747-400Fs.

» A schedule that works with your schedule. With
night and weekend classes, part-time and full-time
options and personal attention from accomplished,
experienced faculty, at Vaughn you can earn your
degree–while you live your life.
» Solid industry connections,
because what you gain outside
the classroom environment is
equally as important as what
you learn within it.

Courtesy, Embraer

Fuji Dream Airlines E-175.

FUJI DREAM AIRLINES
ORDERS TWO MORE
E-175S
Japanese carrier Fuji Dream Airlines has
placed an order for two additional Embraer
E-175s valued at $81.6 million. The Shizuoka-based carrier, which has now ordered
eight E-Jets, will use the aircraft to expand
its network and services throughout Japan.
The aircraft, which will be configured
with 84 seats in a single-class layout, will be
equipped with auto-land systems to perform
CAT III approaches and land in limited vi-

Visit www.vaughn.edu.

By this time next year, you could be ready to
take on the airport’s toughest challenges.
Start now: visit www.vaughn.edu or call
866.6VAUGHN to speak with a graduate advisor.

86-01 23rd Avenue, Flushing, NY 11369
1-866-6VAUGHN s www.vaughn.edu
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Security News
CONGRESS PASSES LAW
TO AVOID DUPLICATE
LUGGAGE SCREENING
Millions of international travelers from
a few select countries won’t have their bags
X-rayed a second time when making connecting flights in the United States.
The so-called “No-Hassle Flying Act”
gives the Transportation Security Administration the authority to waive domestic
screening for luggage from foreign airports
that already passed through preclearance
security overseas. The Senate and House
each approved the legislation with voice
votes.
“Requiring luggage to undergo the exact
same screening process twice in one flight
puts a burden on our international aviation

security system and creates an unnecessary
hassle for travelers,” says one of the sponsors, Sen. Amy Klobuchar.
U.S. Customs and Border Protection has
15 facilities at foreign airports enabling
travelers to have their luggage pre-cleared,
to shorten lines when arriving in the United
States. The airports comprise nine in Canada, two in Ireland in Dublin and Shannon,
and four in the Caribbean, in the Bahamas, Bermuda and Aruba. The checkpoints
screened 15.2 million travelers last year.
Despite the overseas screening, TSA has
been rechecking the bags before placing
them on connecting flights in the United
States. That hitch can make domestic connections trickier.

HONG KONG AIRPORT
CARGO MEETS TSA
STANDARDS

LIGHTER MISTAKEN FOR
GRENADE AT MIAMI
AIRPORT

Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminals, which
handles cargo at Hong Kong International
Airport, has been fully meeting the new
Transportation Security Administration requirement that became mandatory on Dec.
12, to screen all air cargo from Hong Kong
to the U.S. carried on passenger aircraft.
The TSA requirement only applies to passenger aircraft, which amounts to about 11
percent to 13 percent of all U.S.-bound cargo
and only 25 percent of daily X-ray screening capability, said Mark Whitehead, Hactl’s
managing director, in a written response to
allegations that the airport would not be able
to cope with the screening requirement.

Concourses J through H shut down
for about 1 hour
A lighter was mistaken for a grenade at
Miami International Airport, prompting a
security scare on Christmas Eve, said Miami-Dade Police.
The item was found in a bag in Concourse
J. The upper floor of concourses J through H
was shut down for about an hour, said Marc
Henderson, the Media Relations Manager
for the Miami-Dade Aviation Department.
Local 10’s Janine Stanwood reported
dozens of people waiting in the two concourses as police investigated.

Names in the News
SMISEK TO REPLACE TILTON
AS CHAIRMAN OF UNITED
CONTINENTAL
United Continental Holdings, parent of United Airlines, said that CEO Jeff Smisek will at the
end of the year replace former CEO Glenn Tilton
as chairman of the board of directors.
The transition was part of the 2010 merger
agreement between United and Continental.

DASSAULT AVIATION NAMES TRAPPIER
AS NEXT CEO
Dassault Aviation said the head of its international operations, Eric Trappier, would take over as chief executive when Charles Edelstenne reaches retirement age in
January.
His deputy will be Loik Segalen, currently director of
economic affairs at the maker of French warplanes and
business jets, Dassault said in a statement on Tuesday.
Trappier and Segalen, both 52, had been identified in

HIATT TAKES OVER HELM OF FLIGHT
SAFETY FOUNDATION
Voss to Return to U.S. Government
The Flight Safety Foundation announced the promotion
of Kevin L. Hiatt to the position of President and Chief Executive Officer of the Foundation. This move comes as longtime CEO, Bill Voss, opted to return to the Federal Aviation
Administration as an executive in aviation safety.
“I am enthused about taking over Flight Safety Foundation leadership and building on Bill’s great work across the
globe,” Hiatt said.
“I am confident that Kevin Hiatt, a true safety professional, will lead the Foundation to even greater heights,” stated
Voss. “It has been a singular honor to lead an organization
that for so long has been a leading voice for aviation and
aerospace safety,” said Voss.
David McMillan, Chairman of the FSF Board of Governors, said: “This is a day of mixed emotions for me and my
colleagues, as we are genuinely pleased to welcome Kevin
Hiatt as CEO given his commitment and performance as
COO. At the same time, we bid a fond farewell with our

deepest thanks and best wishes to Bill Voss.”
Kevin Hiatt, Chief Operating Officer at Flight Safety
Foundation since 2010, came to the Foundation from World
Airways, Inc., where, starting in 2005, he served as Direc-

Tilton will remain on the board. As the airline
“shifts to its post-integration phase,” it also added the title of vice chairman to Jim Compton,
chief revenue officer. Effectively immediately,
he will oversee both revenue and operations.
COO Pete McDonald will report to Compton.
Jeff Foland will be executive vice president
of marketing, technology and strategy, assuming
the additional role of marketing, formerly held
by Compton.

press reports as possible successors to Edelstenne, who
will step down on January 8 ahead of his 75th birthday.
Industry sources say Edelstenne, who will stay on the
board, is expected to remain an influential figure.
He joined Dassault Aviation in 1960 and became its
chief executive in 2000, succeeding Serge Dassault, the
son of company founder Marcel Dassault.
Dassault is seen as a key player in possible French
arms industry consolidation involving Thales and Safran.

tor and then Vice President for Corporate Safety and Security. Prior to 2005, Mr. Hiatt was with Delta Air Lines for 26
years in various positions, including Chief Pilot at the Atlanta International Pilot Crew Base from 2002 to mid 2005.
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SANTA ONE CLEARED FOR
FLIGHT
The Federal Aviation Administration announced on the day prior to Christmas that
Santa One, the reindeer-powered sleigh
Santa Claus uses to deliver presents to good
children around the world, was cleared for
its worldwide Christmas Eve flight. Santa
One was faster, quieter and more efficient
this year with the help of NextGen technologies being rolled out by the Federal Aviation
Administration.
“As a grandfather, I know how excited
children are when they wake up on Christ-

mas morning and see presents
underneath the tree,” said U.S.
Transportation Secretary Ray
LaHood. “One of the biggest benefits from NextGen
is that it helps Santa deliver
those presents with improved
safety, accuracy and reliability
to children who are good for
goodness’ sake.”
Just like other pilots, one of
Santa’s greatest logistical challenges is navigating the congested airspace above major
cities. The FAA is hard at work
simplifying air routes around
these busy areas through an
effort known as the Metroplex
initiative. This initiative is
based on what the FAA calls PerformanceBased Navigation (PBN), a key component
of NextGen. PBN will enable Santa to fly
Santa One using radar or satellite coverage,
or by utilizing Santa One’s on-board flight
management system. PBN will allow Santa
to fly shorter, more direct routes, reducing
flight time and carrot consumption by Rudolph and the other reindeer.
“Our air traffic controllers, inspectors
and technicians have been working overtime
with Santa, Mrs. Claus and the elves to make
sure his flight plan is in order and Santa One
is working properly,” said Acting FAA Ad-

ministrator Michael Huerta. “We want to
make sure Santa has a safe flight around the
world, and that the children receive their
presents.”

TRAVEL BOOM TO MEXICO
OR WHY THEY WENT TO AN
END OF THE WORLD PARTY
Joe Alba
A few words by an American scholar, a
crumbling Mexican monument and the love
of a good yarn were all it took to spawn the
belief that the world would end. December
21 marked the end of an age in a 5,125 yearold Maya calendar, an event that is variously
interpreted as the end of days, the start of a
new era or just a good excuse for a party.
Thousands of New Age mystics, spiritual adventurers and canny businessmen
converged on the ancient ruins in southern
Mexico and Guatemala to find out what was
about to happen; and of course, nothing happened.
I have a simple question! Is there anyone
out there who concluded that maybe the Mayans did not know how to extend the calendar beyond where they ended it? This is my
theory since I am a great believer in logic
that says the answer requiring the least assumptions is the most obvious answer, not
the most convoluted. This theory is called
Occams Razor for those who are into logic

theory.
The
reasons
most people made
the trip may have
been an extreme
Chichen Itza in Yucatan case of curiosity,
or to have that one
last big party, or maybe to engage in a spiritual exercise. One of the more thoughtful
reasons was from Michael DiMartino from
California – where else. “No one knows
what it will look like on the other side,” said
DiMartino, 46, who is organized one of the
biggest December 21 celebrations at the
Maya temple site of Chichen Itza on the Yucatan peninsula. Mike seemed to have more
faith, or more disposable income than most
to make this trip.
So far I’ve seen no comments from Mike
post-Armageddon. What I am always curious about is where do these people go after
the party ends?
The Maya end of the world scenario
would probably have languished in academic obscurity had not a young Maya expert
named Michael Coe written in the 1960s that
to the ancient Mesoamerican culture the date
could herald an “Armageddon” to cleanse
humanity. I do agree with Coe that this
current version of man-kind needs a lot of
cleansing, but whoever is up there steering
this ship isn’t ready to ring down the curtain.

Stewart News
THE STEWART AIRPORT
BIRD PROBLEM
Joe Alba
There is a unique situation cooking on
a back-burner which may soon find its way
to the front page. Environmental groups
who are normally on the exact same page
socially and politically now are in open
conflict. The dilemma is this; what is more
important; saving wildlife or promoting
what some call “clean energy”.
This column is prompted by comments
made by Sandra Kissam, president of the
Stewart Park and Reserve Coalition at the
most recent Stewart Commission meeting.
The subject was birds on Stewart Airport
properties and how their presence should
be managed by Port Authority officials. The
Stewart Park and Reserve Coalition say that
remedies designed to move birds out of an
area on airport property is too extreme.
My view has always been that humans
come first; before any other consideration.
What birds can do in an airport environment
and how they can destroy an aircraft jet turbine engine is well documented. Also, airport operators are subject to FAA regulations
and the FAA has been clear that birds and
airports do not go together.
However, with all of these factors in
mind, most reasonable people agree that
this does not give airport authorities a blank

check to kill birds wherever they are, or
too needlessly harass them. I think prudent
people want to honor the delicate balance in
how we manage the presence of wild life on
airport properties be they birds, rabbits or
even an endangered species of turtle as they
now exist in many Florida coastal airports.
The Port Authority of NY & NJ is very attentive to environmental issues and the way
they manage the presence of wild-life on
their airport properties. As evidenced by the
JFK, LaGuardia experience with wild-life
in the Jamaica Bay area, The Port Authority
coordinated activities for several years with
environmental groups, local community
leaders, and politicians. The Port Authority
bent over backwards to reach a palatable solution. In my opinion, the Port Authority was
too accommodating. Some of these groups
are never satisfied and kept on moving the
goal posts to make it a constantly changing
issue; no matter how costly and how they affect the traveling public.

Why are environmentalists so focused
on airports in general and Stewart Airport
in particular? If I understand the situation,
Stewart officials are simply trying to move
birds from areas that might pose danger to a
flight to other parts of the airport. They are
not killing them. They are doing this with
noises and other passive, non-fatal methods.
It addition, is not simply an issue of distance
from runways as the Stewart Park and Reserve Coalition may lead you to believe, but
the prevailing flight patterns of the birds. A

nesting area may be a half mile from a runway and still pose a danger to airport operations.
And here is my other problem which is
briefly outlined in the first paragraph; why
is the relatively minor topic of moving
birds from Point A to Point B such a big issue when birds are being slaughtered by the
millions by wind turbines? Estimates are
not easy to get; however, statistics from a
government sponsored study done in 2009
(Albert Manville Study commissioned by
the Fish and Wildlife Bureau) appears to be
a reliable source. That research said that half
a million birds were killed annually by wind
turbines in previous years. Today, with more
than double the number of wind turbines and
many, many more on the drawing board if
we believe EPA reports, math tells us the
number is now over a million. In addition,
these figures do not include bats who are non
avian but are key to a balanced ecosystem.
Bats are voracious insect eaters, along with
other crop eating pests. These blind animals
are especially subject to wind turbines since
they fly at night and use their built in radar
on their prey which are small moving objects.
I think we need to focus on some real
issues here. Given a choice on moving my
home or being chopped to ribbons is one I
have a quick answer to. My view is that if I
See Stewart News page 16
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was a committed environmentalist focused
on nature and wild-life, I would be spending every waking moment trying to stop the
erection of wind turbines, not going to airport meetings and complaining about why
birds are being relocated.
Supposing Stewart international Airport
was requested by the EPA to build a group of
wind turbines in the hills surrounding Stewart to augment energy at the airport, what
would the Coalition’s position be?

AN EXCEPRT FROM SENATE TESTIMONY IN 2010
(Senator) Alexander’s press spokesman,
Jim Jeffries, told us the “over 500,000” figure the senator cited came from the American Bird Conservancy, a nonprofit group
whose mission is to protect native birds and
their habitats, and from a report by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
Robert Johns, a spokesman for the

American Bird Conservancy, told us the
group got its estimate from the same Fish
and Wildlife report Alexander’s office had
cited.
The report in question was written in
2009 by Albert Manville, a respected biologist in Fish and Wildlife’s Division of
Migratory Bird Management. Manville’s
estimates of the bird fatalities caused by
wind turbines have been cited in testimony
before a congressional committee and in
newspapers such as The New York Times
and the Los Angeles Times.
Based on his research, Manville estimated that more than 490,000 birds are killed
every year in the United States by wind turbines. But, he cautioned, “it’s an estimate,
and that’s really all you can say about it,
frankly.” But what is especially worrying
said Manville is that many of the fatalities
are protected species since most of the impacts are caused in night flying when most
hunters/raptors such as bald eagles fly.
“It’s a ballpark figure, and I would say

Sen. Alexander’s characterization (of the
report) is accurate,” Manville said. Still,
“the point of the discussion is not getting
stuck in the weeds on actual numbers here,
but rather how do we develop wind energy
in environmentally responsible ways. That
is kind of the bottom line for the Fish and
Wildlife Service.”

SENATOR GILLIBRAND
PUSHES FOR STEWART
SERVICE
Stewart Airport has another ally in Washington with US Senator Kirsten Gillibrand
continuing to lobby for additional air services. Gillibrand said the issue of expanding
service goes beyond just the Hudson Valley
airport.
Gillibrand said to Midhudsonnews.com
“I’ve met with a number of the carriers
asking them to create more regional hubs
throughout New York because we have a
lot of smaller airports that could definitely

use the low-cost providers to make sure our
residents can travel to see grandparents, to
see family on a more affordable basis and
so getting more of those flights into Stewart
would help more families,”
Stewart Airport was growing in the
1990’s and had many established carriers.
There was a spurt of growth after the Port
Authority took over, but the economic malaise that began in 2009 and continues today
has impacted regional airports even more
than larger ones. Today, Stewart is down to
nine flights a day.

TO ADVERTISE
ADVERTISE IN THE

AIRPORT PRESS
Call 718-244-6788 or
Email: airprtpres@aol.com
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Name that Plane
December Name that Plane

The winner of last month’s Name that
Plane is Tony Milligo, Federal Attorney, Jamaica, NY. This months’ aircraft is a funky
looking European Trainer.
The airplane is a Boeing / Stearman PT17 “Kaydet”. Even though the US Army Air
Corps needed a new biplane trainer in the
mid-1930’s, it moved slowly to acquire one
because of the service-wide lack of funding
for new airplane purchases. In 1936, following the Navy’s lead the previous year, the
Army tentatively bought 26 airframes from
Boeing (the Model 75), which the Army
named the PT-13. With war on the horizon,
this trickle of acquisition soon turned into a
torrent; 3519 were delivered in 1940 alone.
Built as a private venture by the Stearman
Aircraft Company of Wichita (bought by
Boeing in 1934), this two-seat biplane was
of mixed construction. The wings were of
wood with fabric covering while the fuselage had a tough, welded steel framework,
also fabric covered. Either a Lycoming
R-680 (PT-13) or Continental R-670 (PT17) engine powered most models, at a top
speed of 124 mph with a 505-mile range. An
engine shortage in 1940-41 led to the installation of 225-hp Jacobs R-755 engines on
some 150 airframes, and the new designation PT-18.
The US Navy’s early aircraft, designated NS-1, eventually evolved into the N2S
series, and the Royal Canadian Air Force
called their Lend-Lease aircraft PT-27s.
(The Canadians were also responsible for
the moniker “Kaydet,” a name eventually
adopted by air forces around the globe).
The plane was easy to fly, and relatively
forgiving of new pilots. It gained a reputation as a rugged airplane and a good teacher.
Officially named the Boeing Model 75, the
plane was (and still is) persistently known as
the “Stearman” by many who flew them. It
was called the “PT” by the Army, “N2S” by
the Navy and “Kaydet” by Canadian forces.

By whatever name, more than 10,000 were
built by the end of 1945 and at least 1,000
are still flying today worldwide. [History by
Jeff VanDerford.]
Nicknames: Yellow Peril. (Some Stearman owners claim this name resulted specifically from the Stearman’s allegedly chal-

January Name that Plane

lenging ground-handling characteristics, but
most WWII veterans contend that the nickname was more of a generic reference to the
dangerous nature of primary flight training,
an endeavor in which the Stearman obviously played a major role. Other aircraft such as
the N3N also carried the Yellow Peril nick-

name.)
Other correct entries were submitted by
Matt Burke, Mulvey Transport, John Specht,
Delta Maintenance Svcs., Arnold Maher,
West Point, and Tim Halverson, Fort Lauderdale Airport.
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Hijinx
cruising altitude you may unbuckle your seat
belts and commence your pillow fights.”

AIRPORT PRESS’S
ANSWER FOR THE
IMPENDING PILOT
SHORTAGE
“Good morning; this is your pilot Gracie speaking. My co-pilot is Skippy and he
is shy so he doesn’t want to say anything.
Flight conditions are good for our flight to
Disney so buckle up, and enjoy the lunch
of Oreos and Twizzlers. When we reach our

Classified
APARTMENTS FOR RENT

TO PLACE
YOUR AD HERE:
Call 718-244-6788
Email: airprtpres@aol.com

SOUTH JAMAICA, QUEENS
2 Bedrooms, 2nd Floor, 10-15 minutes to JFK Airport,
near mass transit bus, subway, LIRR, AirTrain. Ideal for
Airport employees. $1100/Month. If interested, contact
Sheila at # 718-291-1967.

TO PLACE YOUR AD HERE:
Call 718-244-6788 or
Email: airprtpres@aol.com

Prologis
JFK Cargo Centers at Building 75 & 77
16,000 Square Feet Warehouse Space For Lease in Building 77
Eastern Road, JFK International Airport, Jamaica NY 11430
15,000 Square Feet of Office Space for Lease in Building 75
Hanger Road, JFK International Airport, Jamaica, NY 11430

CARGO AIRPORT SERVICES USA
(CAS)
“A Different Kind of Handling Company”
Cargo Airport Services USA has immediate openings for GSE Mechanics
& Facilities Maintenance at JFK. If you have experience, are confident in
your abilities, and are looking to better yourself, come on board! Cargo
Airport Services is expanding, and so should you!!





location

location

x JFKInternationalAirportBldg77

x JFKInternationalAirportBldg75

facility

facility

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x






16,480sfwarehouse/office
2Landsidetruckdocks
1AirsideRampDoor
1Widebodyaircraftparkingspot
Flexibleterms

15,000sfofficespace
Smallestunitunder900sf
Securedareaparkinglot
MassTransitQ3andCargoShuttle
Flexibleterms








Prologis
Bob Caton
email: bcaton@prologis.com
ph +1 718-709-5600 Ext 5611
fax +1 718-732-2949
JFK International Airport, Building 77
Jamaica, NY 11430 USA

Requirements: Applicants must have practical experience with Forklifts,
Belt Loaders, Lantis Loaders, FMC Lower Deck and Main Deck Loaders,
Tugs, Push Back Tractors, and knowledge of diesel engines.
You must also be in possession of a valid US drivers license, social security
card, and appropriate US work authorization. Salary is commensurate with
experience. We offer a competitive benefit and compensation package.
Applications and Immediate Interviews are available in Room 309 of Cargo
Building #261 at JFK Airport. See Robert or Yvonne. Please submit
resumes to rlimone@casusa.com or yrodriguez@casusa.com
Feel free to also check out our website at:

www.casusa.com
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HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, STEWART!

T

he Port Authority recently marked its
fifth anniversary since assuming control of Stewart International Airport,
located in Newburgh, New York.
In 2007, the agency took over operations,
and since then has committed several million
dollars as part of a 10-year capital improvement plan which includes taxiway improve-

ments, enlarging the parking lot, and new access roads.
In December 2011, the Port Authority
Board of Commissioners approved the expansion of the airport’s passenger terminal,
and future plans also include the construction
of a new U.S. Customs station.

VIRGIN AMERICA LANDS AT NEWARK LIBERTY

A

s the result of an agreement between
American Airlines and the Port Authority Board of Commissioners,
Virgin America will launch new service from
Newark Liberty International Airport’s Terminal A in 2013, starting with three daily nonstop roundtrip flights from both Los Angeles
and San Francisco International Airports.
Under the new agreement, American Airlines will relinquish three of its gates at Newark Liberty’s Terminal A, allowing Virgin
America to take over one gate and the Port
Authority to lease the other two as needed.
The creation of common-use gates and potential new carrier service promote the agency’s

goal of increased competition at Newark,
while expanding the airport’s ridership.
Virgin America already has regularly
scheduled bi-coastal flights from JFK. The
addition of Newark Liberty to its overall network is expected to boost to the area’s aviation community.
According to Port Authority Aviation Director Susan Baer; “We couldn’t be more
pleased to welcome more new flight options
to Newark Airport. More service is a strong
driver of regional economic development and
jobs.”
For more flight schedule information, visit
Virgin’s website: www.virginamerica.com.

JOHN F. KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL AND NEWARK
LIBERTY INTERNATIONAL ANNOUNCE THIRD
QUARTER CUSTOMER CARE AWARD RECIPIENTS

T

he Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey is pleased to publicly acknowledge the outstanding Customer
Care provided by employees in two categories: Consistency in Service recognizes employees who continually provide polite and
efficient service while interacting with airport customers, while the Above and Beyond
award recognizes employees who go beyond
their regular job duties to exceed the needs of
the customer.
We proudly announce the third quarter
recipients of John F. Kennedy International
and Newark Liberty International Airports’
two aforementioned Customer Care Program
awards:
Consistency in Service:
John F. Kennedy International
ABM Parking: Alton Morris, Jose Lukose,
Shaji Jacobs, Maurice Simpson, Cyril Lukose,
Deynira Gomez
Bombardier/AirTrain: Tihesia Taylor,
Jeanne Robinson
Gateway Group One/Customer Care Representative Program: Mohammed Alam, Varuna Dukhi
Terminal Five: Justin Levow – Aeronova
Terminal Seven: Gleny Silverio-McDonalds, Yeny Pilar, Angela Vaughn, Christine
Forster-British Airways, Brandon Murphy-

British Airways Performance Manager
NYC Airporter: Judy James, Sunai Choi.
Francesca Ginestri
Consistency in Service:
Newark Liberty International
Terminal A: Sherwin Angoy-Currito Canina, Eva Recile-Qdoba, Aesha Shah, Rajwant
Kaur-Market Fresh
Terminal B: Tamekah Crawlet-City Point
Bar, Jim Coleman-Hudson News, Bianca
Lugo, Ashley Bodden-Subway
Terminal C: Syed Hossain, Pierre Leibnitz,
Saleh Haque-Ruby’s Diner, Janine DelValleStarbucks, Tiffany Stewart-D’Parture Spa,
Ana Valese-Gallagher’s Restaurant
United Airlines: Jim Galletta
TSA: Chris Anderson, Jose Martin
Gateway Group One/Taxi Dispatch:
LaShonda Roberts, Elaine King, Badji DeJean
Gateway Group One/CCR Program:
Nancy Abdo, Alex Da Rocha, Hiram Arocho,
Lydia Herrera, David Chimwala, Diovany
Cera, Lakeesha Paylir, Harshadbhai Patel,
Sharon McDuffie-Pagan, Rico Soriano, Shanette Tyson, Beverly Dudley-Akridge, Jaycenth Clarke, Victor Poveda, Angel Rivera
Above and Beyond:
Newark Liberty International
ABM Parking: Rowley Howard and

PORT AUTHORITY POLICE DEPARTMENT BRINGS
CHRISTMAS TO THE TROOPS

T

he Port Authority Police Pipes &
Drums and the PAPD Honor Guard
joined in the holiday festivities by
providing a musical send-off for over 500
live Christmas trees bound for U.S. troops
in Afghanistan.
This is the ninth year in a row that Dees’
Nursery has donated the trees and DHL has
donated the transportation, and even though
the nursery sustained heavy damages due
to Hurricane Sandy, that didn’t dampen the
spirits of the volunteers and supporters who

came to see the trees off. Even Santa and a
few elves dropped by!

NEW YEAR’S TRAVEL RESOLUTIONS

S

tart the New Year right with these travel
tips, and enjoy getting to your destination!
• Take advantage of expedited screening
with programs such as TSA Pre-Check, Global Entry, NEXUS, or SENTRI that are open
travelers on participating airlines at select airports. Program members are often able to keep
shoes and belts on during TSA screening.
• Don’t forget the 3-1-1 Policy for liquids,
gels, and aerosols in carry-on baggage. All
3-ounce bottles must be placed in a clear plastic zip-top bag. One bag per passenger.
• Arrive two hours early, allowing enough
time for baggage check as well as TSA screenYolanda Shields
Alert ABM parking lot staff came to the
assistance of a patron in dire need of medical care. Supervisor in Charge (SIC) Yolanda
Shields kept the patron hydrated and comfortable, while SIC Howard flagged down a
passing NYPD patrol car to ask for an oxygen mask. Their combined quick thinking and
teamwork helped to stabilize the patron until
the ambulance arrived.

Shown here (from left to right), JFK
Consistency in Service recipients Sunai Choi,
Francesca Ginestri, and Judy James of NYC
Airporter along with the Port Authority’s Deputy
Director of Aviation, Jeffrey Pearse.
Right (from left to right), are New Jersey
Airports General Manager, Huntley Lawrence
with Newark Liberty Consistency in Service
recipients Chris Anderson and Jose Martin of
the Transportation Security Administration.

ing.
• Keep it light – extra carry-on baggage can
mean extra time in line if you have to re-check
items.
• Put your passport and travel documents in
a place where you can reach them.
• Get appy! – use helpful travel applications
that can easily be downloaded to your device
such MyTsa or FlySmart (FlySmart ia the official travel app of the Port Authority’s airports
- offering real-time flight status plus concessions and ground transit ground transit info).
We wish you happy travels and a happy
2013!

Shown here, New Jersey Airports General
Manager Huntley Lawrence with Newark
Liberty’s Consistency in Service recipients from
Gateway Group One.

Shown here, Justin Levow of JFK Terminal 5’s
Aeronova (left) with the Port Authority’s Deputy
Director of Aviation, Jeffrey Pearse.
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Report Suspicious and/or Criminal Activity.
Call 800 828-7273.
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